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Trunk Lid Liner
Installation Instructions

906-400 Red “Roadster” Script Miata 90-97

906-401 Red “Roadster” Script Miata 99-05

906-402 Red “Roadster” Script Miata 06-15

906-403 Silver “Roadster” Script Miata 90-97

906-404 Silver “Roadster” Script Miata 99-05

906-405 Silver “Roadster” Script Miata 06-15

906-406 Plain (No Script) Miata 90-97

906-407 Plain (No Script) Miata 99-05

 906-408 Plain (No Script) Miata 06-15
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Tools Required

• Pair of scissors

• Tape measure

• Rubbing alcohol

• Clean towel

• Razor blade

• Electrical tape

Contents of the Kit

Open the packaging. Inside, there should be the 
trunk lid liner, about 36 inches of single-sided Velcro 
material and these instructions.

Instructions 1990-2005

1) Wait to open the trunk until after everything is 
prepared. This will minimize the drain on the battery 
for those of you with trunk lid accessory lights.

 Use the pair of scissors to cut the Velcro into six 
pieces 4 inches long and six pieces 2 inches long. 
We will refer to the 4 inch pieces as the “long” pieces, 
and the 2 inch pieces as the “short” pieces.

 Now open the trunk and wipe the dirt and grime from 
the underside of the trunk lid using rubbing alcohol 
and a clean towel.

 Remove the protective backing and apply two of 
the long Velcro pieces (4 inch) to each of the three 
reinforcing ribs or braces on the inner surface of the 
trunk lid as shown in Figure 1.

Fig. 1a - 1990-1997

Fig. 1b - 1999-2005

 Press the sticky backing of the Velcro pieces into 
place with your fingers. Press hard and evenly.

 Note that the pressure sensitive adhesive on the 
Velcro tape will take a few days to fully cure.
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2)  Remove the protective backing and apply three of the 
short Velcro pieces (2 inch) on the inner surface of the 
trunk lid as shown in Figure 2.

Fig. 2a - 1990-1997

Fig. 2b - 1999-2005

 As shown in Figure 5a, on 2006-2013 cars, place the 
velcro around the outer rib of the trunk lid.

3)  1999-2005 owners may need to adjust the wiring 
harness from one side of the hold down to the other. 
Use a razor blade to carefully cut the loom away from 
the hold down. Remove the old electrical tape. Move 
the harness to the back side of the hold down and 
re-tape it in place. See Figure 3.

Fig. 3

Fig. 3

Fig. 3

4)  Hold the trunk lid liner in place as shown in Figure 
4a., centering it left-to-right and up and down.

Fig. 4a

 Press the trunk lid liner against the Velcro, pushing 
specifically at each Velcro location to secure the liner 
in place. See Figures 4b and 4c.
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Fig. 4b

Fig. 4c

 Note that the adhesive on the back of the Velcro tape 
will take a few days to fully cure.

 If you are not happy with the position of the trunk 
lid liner, you can easily reposition it, but you must 
be careful because the adhesive has not yet cured. 
To pull the liner loose, reach behind the mat at each 
Velcro location and gently peel the liner away from 
the Velcro location with your fingers.

Instructions 2006-2015 

 Press the sticky backing of the Velcro pieces into 
place with your fingers. Press hard and evenly.  
Figure 5a.

Fig. 5a

 Note that the pressure sensitive adhesive on the 
Velcro tape will take a few days to fully cure.

 The 906-402 (red “Roadster” script) and the 906-405 
(silver “Roadster” script) trunk lid liners installed on a 
2006 Miata. Figure 5b.

	  Fig. 5b


